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1 Introduction.

The evolution of species is generally believed to be a branching process [3] and, thus, the
ultimate goal of phylogenetic analysis is to compute the “Tree of Life”. However, there are
a number of evolutionary mechanisms such as hybridization, recombination or swapping of
genes, that may imply that evolutionary history is perhaps more accurately described by a
“Web of Life” [2], that is, by a network that generalizes the concept of a phylogenetic tree
[1, 7, 6].

Traditionally, in molecular phylogeny, trees are built from singular phylogenetic markers
such as 16S rRNA [8]. In Figure 1(a) we show such a tree for 91 prokaryotes. More recently,
given the rapidly rising abundance of whole genome sequences, it has become possible to
base such phylogenies on many different molecular markers, such as different shared genes,
gene-order or gene-content, for example. In Figure 1(b) we show a phylogenetic “consensus
network” [5] for the same 91 prokaryotes based on their 30 most conserved genes [4]. This
graph shows every split that occurs in two or more of the 30 trees. By increasing this
threshold, one obtains increasingly less cluttered graphs (not shown here). This phylogenetic
network gives a good indication of which parts of the phylogeny shown in Figure 1(a) are
supported by the 30 genes, and which parts potentially have multiple evolutionary histories.
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Figure 1: (a) A tree of prokaryotic life based on 16S rRNA. (b) A “web” of prokaryotic
life based on the 30 most conserved genes.


